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Spanish in Pre K
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Raising Global Citizens
The Berkeley Carroll School is committed to 
raising global citizens with an awareness and 
appreciation of language and culture.

As a “School of the Future” we recognize that 
a multilingual approach is necessary.



Raising Global Citizens

The goal of global citizenship begins in 
the earliest years by focusing on 
critical thinking, problem solving, and 
language learning.



Benefits of Early Language Learning

★ comparable to learning their first language
★ children have the ability to learn a second language naturally
★ flexible ear and speech muscles
★ helps optimize learning potential
★ improves memory and decision-making skills
★ increases ability to learn additional languages more easily
★ a competitive edge in the global marketplace
★ enhances overall verbal development



Steps to Language Acquisition
Second language acquisition typically takes 
place over five stages:

○ Stage I: Pre Production
○ Stage II: Early Production
○ Stage III: Speech Emergence
○ Stage IV: Intermediate Fluency
○ Stage V: Advanced Fluency



Stage I: Pre Production
● The silent period or repeating what the teacher says, self-talk, gibberish
● reliance on pictures and visuals
● focus attention on listening comprehension activities and on building a receptive 

vocabulary

  Stage II: Early Production
● one or two-word phrases
● use of short language chunks that have been memorized, might not be 

grammatically correct
● reliance on pictures and visuals



Stage III: Speech Emergence

● communicate with simple phrases and 
sentences, might not be grammatically correct

● able to ask simple questions

● increased comprehension of stories with picture 
support



Stage IV: Intermediate Fluency
● beginning to use more complex sentences

● use of strategies from their native language to 
learn content in second language

● able to understand more complex concepts



Stage V: Advanced Fluency
● students can read scholarly articles in a second 

language and discuss their content

● students are proficient in the four modalities of 
language: reading, writing, speaking, and 
listening



What Can You Do?
● work Spanish into daily routines 

● expose your child to Spanish around the city

● provide Spanish books, audiobooks, songs, apps as an option for 
free time (link)

● language camps and classes for children
○ Berkeley Carroll summer camp
○ Language and Laughter Studio
○ Juguemos a Cantar
○ Instituto Cervantes

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E4O6UvdR5WYnqOOxiaCu1GaVA7SX3_ik8FxemE39vNE/edit
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1E4O6UvdR5WYnqOOxiaCu1GaVA7SX3_ik8FxemE39vNE/edit


Further Reading
Articles
Raising a Truly Bilingual Child
The Benefits of Bilingualism
Is Bilingualism Really an Advantage?
Primero Hay Que Aprender Español Ranhou Zai Xue Zhongwen
Why Bilinguals are Smarter

Books
Seven Steps to Raising Bilingual Children

https://www.nytimes.com/2017/07/10/well/family/raising-a-truly-bilingual-child.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/18/opinion/sunday/the-benefits-of-bilingualism.html?mtrref=www.google.com&gwh=D06B37CA0F1B09538D4A46185F6502A6&gwt=pay&assetType=opinion
http://www.newyorker.com/science/maria-konnikova/bilingual-advantage-aging-brain
http://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/30/opinion/30kristof.html
http://www.nytimes.com/2012/03/18/opinion/sunday/the-benefits-of-bilingualism.html

